2016
September  Teacher polling completed by leadership for preferred seminar topics
November  Search among University faculty for seminar proposals
January  Faculty proposals due for 2017 seminars

2017
January  4 – YNI Applications Due to DTI for YNI 2017
9 – DTI TLC Review of YNI 2017 Applications
10 – Fellows to be recommended for YNI 2017 will be notified
13 – Second Drafts due back from Cycle #6 Seminar Leaders
20 – Final Drafts Due for Cycle #6 Seminars
23 – YNI Virtual Open House
30 – All Remaining Seminar Documentation due to DTI Office/Completed On-Line for Cycle 6 (2016)
   (Final Draft, Unit Abstract, LFS Unit Map, Cover Sheet, and Fellows Questionnaire)
February  6 – Curriculum Showcase @ University of Delaware (snow date 2/13/17)
10 – YNI Online Application Deadline
24 – DTI applications due
27 – DTI Leadership Committee meets for DTI application review/Fellow selection
March  11 – National Selection team meets in New Haven to Decide YNI 2017 Fellows
13 – DTI Seminar Cycle #7 applicants notified
May  1 – UD campus registration/orientation – Teacher Institute Panel and 1st Seminar Meeting – 5:00-8:00 P.M.
8 – Second Seminar Meeting 5:00 – 7:00 P.M. (LIBRARY ORIENTATION and Seminar)
15 – Third Seminar meeting 5:00 – 7:00 P.M.
22 – Fourth Seminar Meeting — (SOCIAL/5:00 – 6:00PM; Seminar to Follow until 8:00 P.M.)

****** June, July & August: DTI Reading/Research period ******

August  14 – Prospectus assistance (SOCIAL)
28 – Prospectuses due to Seminar Leaders via email
September  18 – Fifth Seminar Meeting: Prospectuses returned with commentary
25 – Sixth Seminar Meeting
October  2 – Seventh Seminar Meeting
9 – Eighth Seminar Meeting (SOCIAL/5:00 – 6:00PM; Seminar to Follow until 8:00 P.M.)
16 – UNIT WRITING ASSISTANCE #1 (No Seminar Meetings)
30 – Ninth Seminar Meeting - First draft of unit due
November  6 — Tenth Seminar (BRING A FRIEND to SEMINAR)
13-22 - Individual Meetings with Seminar Leaders to discuss first drafts
27 – Eleventh Seminar Meeting
December  4 – Last Seminar Meeting (YNI Info Session 5-5:30; Seminar to Follow until 7:30PM)
11 – UNIT WRITING ASSISTANCE #2 (No Seminar Meetings)
18 – Second draft of unit due

2018
January  15 – Second draft due back from Seminar Leaders with Commentary
22 – FINAL DRAFT of Unit Due to Seminar Leader and Seminar Coordinator
29 – ALL remaining Seminar documentation due to DTI office or completed online Cycle 7 (2017): Final draft of unit; Unit Abstract; LFS unit map; Coversheet; and Fellows Questionnaire